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Structural Basis of
Transcription: An RNA
Polymerase II Elongation
Complex at 3.3 Å Resolution
Averell L. Gnatt,* Patrick Cramer,† Jianhua Fu,‡
David A. Bushnell, Roger D. Kornberg§
The crystal structure of RNA polymerase II in the act of transcription was
determined at 3.3 Å resolution. Duplex DNA is seen entering the main cleft of
the enzyme and unwinding before the active site. Nine base pairs of DNA-RNA
hybrid extend from the active center at nearly right angles to the entering DNA,
with the 3⬘ end of the RNA in the nucleotide addition site. The 3⬘ end is
positioned above a pore, through which nucleotides may enter and through
which RNA may be extruded during back-tracking. The 5⬘-most residue of the
RNA is close to the point of entry to an exit groove. Changes in protein structure
between the transcribing complex and free enzyme include closure of a clamp
over the DNA and RNA and ordering of a series of “switches” at the base of the
clamp to create a binding site complementary to the DNA-RNA hybrid. Protein–
nucleic acid contacts help explain DNA and RNA strand separation, the specificity of RNA synthesis, “abortive cycling” during transcription initiation, and
RNA and DNA translocation during transcription elongation.

The recent structure determination of yeast
RNA polymerase II at 2.8 Å resolution and of
bacterial RNA polymerase at 3.3 Å resolution
has led to proposals for polymerase-DNA and
-RNA interactions (1–3). A DNA duplex was
suggested to enter a positively charged cleft
between the two largest subunits and to make
a right angle bend at the active center, where
the DNA strands are separated and from
which a DNA-RNA hybrid emerges. Avenues for entry of substrate nucleoside triphosphates and for exit of RNA could also be
surmised. Although consistent with results of
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cross-linking experiments (4–8), these general proposals for polymerase–nucleic acid interaction have not been proven, and they do
not address key questions about the transcription process: How is an unwound “bubble” of
DNA established and maintained in the active
center? Why does the enzyme initiate repeatedly, generating many short transcripts, before a transition is made to a stable elongating
complex? What is the nature of the presumptive DNA-RNA hybrid duplex? How are
DNA and RNA translocated across the surface of the enzyme, forward and backward,
during RNA synthesis and back-tracking?
Here we report the crystal structure determination of yeast RNA polymerase II in the
form of an actively transcribing complex,
from which answers to these questions and
additional insights into the transcription
mechanism are derived.
The main technical challenge of this work
was the isolation and crystallization of a transcribing complex. Initiation at an RNA polymerase II promoter requires a complex set of
general transcription factors and is poorly
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efficient in reconstituted systems (9, 10).
Moreover, most preparations contain many
inactive polymerases, and the transcribing
complexes obtained would have to be purified by mild methods to preserve their integrity (11). The initiation problem was overcome with the use of a DNA duplex bearing
a single-stranded “tail” at one 3⬘-end (Fig.
1A) (12, 13). Pol II starts transcription in the
tail, two to three nucleotides from the junction with duplex DNA, with no requirement
for general transcription factors. All active
polymerase molecules are converted to transcribing complexes, which pause at a specific
site when one of the four nucleoside triphosphates is withheld. The problem of contamination by inactive polymerases was solved by
passage through a heparin column (13); inactive molecules were adsorbed, whereas transcribing complexes flowed through, presumably because heparin binds in the positively
charged cleft of the enzyme, which is occupied by DNA and RNA in transcribing complexes. The purified complexes formed crystals diffracting anisotropically to 3.1 Å resolution (14).
Structure of a pol II transcribing complex. Diffraction data complete to 3.3 Å
resolution were used for structure determination by molecular replacement with the
2.8 Å pol II structure (15). A native zinc
anomalous difference Fourier map showed
peaks coinciding with five of the eight zinc
ions of the pol II structure, confirming the
molecular replacement solution (16 ). The
remaining three zinc ions were located in
the clamp, a region shown previously to
undergo a large conformational change between different pol II crystal forms (3). The
locations of the three zinc ions served as a
guide for manual repositioning of the clamp
in the transcribing complex structure. An
initial electron density map revealed nucleic acids in the vicinity of the active center.
After adjustment of the protein model, the
nucleic acid density improved and nine
base pairs of DNA-RNA hybrid could be
built (17 ). Additional density along the
DNA template strand allowed another three
nucleotides downstream and one nucleotide
upstream to be built. Modeling of the nucleic acids assumed the 3⬘-end of the RNA
at the biochemically defined pause site
(Fig. 1A), because the nucleic acid se-
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Fig. 1. Nucleic acids in the transcribing complex and their interactions
with pol II. (A) DNA (“tailed template”) and RNA sequences. DNA
template and nontemplate strands are in blue and green, respectively,
and RNA is in red. This color scheme is used throughout. (B) Ordering of
nucleic acids in the transcribing complex structure. Nucleotides in the
solid box are well ordered. Nucleotides in the dashed box are partially
ordered, whereas those outside the boxes are disordered. Three protein
regions that abut the downstream DNA are indicated. (C) Protein contacts to the ordered nucleotides boxed in (B). Amino acid residues within
4 Å of the DNA are indicated, colored according to the scheme for

domain or domainlike regions of Rpb1 or Rpb2 (3). Ribose sugars are
shown as pentagons, phosphates as dots, and bases as single letters.
Amino acid residues listed beside phosphates contact only this nucleotide. Amino acid residues listed beside riboses contact this nucleotide and
its 3⬘-neighbor. Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues
are as follows: A, Ala; D, Asp; E, Glu; G, Gly; H, His; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met;
N, Asn; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; and Y, Tyr. (D) Schematic
representation of protein features participating in the detailed interactions shown in (C). Same notation as in (C), except that bases are shown
as thick bars.

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of the pol II transcribing complex. (A)
Electron density for the nucleic acids. On the left, the final sigmaweighted 2mFobs ⫺ DFcalc electron density for the downstream DNA
duplex (dashed box in Fig. 1B) is contoured at 0.8 (green). At this
contour level, the surrounding solvent region shows only scattered
noise peaks. A canonical 16 – base pair B-DNA duplex was placed into
the density. On the right, the final model of the DNA-RNA hybrid and
flanking nucleotides (boxed in Fig. 1B) is superimposed on a simulated-annealing Fobs ⫺ Fcalc omit map, calculated from the protein model
alone with CNS (45) (green, contoured at 2.6). The location of the

active site metal A is indicated. (B) Comparison of structures of free
pol II (top) and the pol II transcribing complex (bottom). The clamp
(yellow) closes on DNA and RNA, which are bound in the cleft above
the active center. The remainder of the protein is in gray. (C)
Structure of the pol II transcribing complex. Portions of Rpb2 that
form one side of the cleft are omitted to reveal the nucleic acids.
Bases of ordered nucleotides (boxed in Fig. 1B) are depicted as
cylinders protruding from the backbone ribbons. The Rpb1 bridge helix
traversing the cleft is highlighted in green. The active site metal A is
shown as a pink sphere.
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quences could not be inferred from the
crystallographic data (18).
The final model contains 3521 amino acid
residues, 22 nucleotides, eight Zn2⫹ ions, and
one Mg2⫹ ion and has a free R factor of

29.8% (R factor 25.0%, 40 to 3.3 Å) (Fig. 2).
A simulated-annealing omit map computed
from a model of the protein alone revealed
the phosphate groups and most bases in the
DNA-RNA hybrid region, confirming the

Fig. 3. Switches, clamp loops, and the hybrid-binding site. (A) Stereoview of the clamp core (1,
yellow) and the DNA and RNA backbones. The view is as in Fig. 2C. The five switches are shown
in pink and are numbered. Three loops, which extend from the clamp and may be involved in
transactions at the upstream end of the transcription bubble, are in violet. Major portions of the
protein are omitted for clarity. (B) Stereoview of nucleic acids bound in the active center.

Table 1. Switch regions.
Switch

Subunit

Domain

Residues

1

Rpb1

Cleft-clamp core

1384⫺1406

2

Rpb1

Clamp core

3

Rpb2

1107⫺1129

4

Rpb2

Hybrid-binding
anchor
Clamp

1152⫺1159

–

5

Rpb1

Clamp core

1431⫺1433

–

1878

328⫺346

DNA contact
⫹1 to ⫹4
⫺2, ⫺1, ⫹2
⫺5 to ⫺1

Structural changes
upon clamp closure
Two short helices
formed (␣47a,
␣47b)
Helical turn flipped
out
Loop becomes
ordered
One turn added to
helix ␣32 in the
anchor region
Hinge-like bending

modeling of the nucleic acids (Fig. 2A). Density for DNA in the downstream region was
very weak and discontinuous but revealed the
major groove, allowing a canonical B-DNA
duplex to be approximately placed [not included in the model (19)]. Numbering of
nucleotides in the DNA begins with ⫹1 immediately downstream and –1 upstream of
the Mg2⫹ ion (Fig. 1A).
Closure of the clamp. The structures of
free and transcribing pol II differ mainly in
the position of the clamp (Fig. 2B). As previously suggested (1), and now demonstrated,
the clamp swings over the cleft during formation of the transcribing complex, trapping
the template and transcript. The clamp rotates
by about 30°, with a maximum displacement
of over 30 Å at external sites (at the Rpb1
“zipper”). Although most of the clamp moves
as a rigid body, five “switch” regions undergo
conformational changes and folding transitions (Table 1). Switches 1, 2, 4, and 5 form
the base of the clamp (Fig. 3). Switches 1 and
2 are poorly ordered and switch 3 is disordered in free pol II; all three switches become
well ordered in the transcribing complex. Ordering is likely induced by binding of the
switches to DNA downstream and within the
DNA-RNA hybrid (see below). Binding to
the hybrid may help couple clamp closure to
the presence of RNA. The conformational
changes of the switch regions may be concerted, because the switches interact with one
another. The conformational changes are accompanied by changes in a network of salt
linkages to the “bridge” helix across the cleft
(Rpb1 residues Arg839, Arg840, and Lys843).
Downstream DNA mobility. Downstream DNA lies in the cleft between the
clamp and Rpb2 (Figs. 1B and 2, B and C),
consistent with results from electron crystallography of the transcribing complex (20)
and results of DNA-protein cross linking (4–
8). The DNA contacts the Rpb5 “jaw” domain at a loop containing proline residue
Pro118, as previously suggested (1), and then
passes between the Rpb2 “lobe” region and
the Rpb1 “clamp head.” The sequence of the
Rpb2 lobe is divergent between yeast and
bacteria, but the fold is conserved, whereas
the clamp head is not conserved.
Details of downstream DNA–pol II interaction are lacking because the electron density is weak, indicative of mobility of the
DNA. Furthermore, downstream DNAs from
neighboring transcribing complexes in the
crystal interact end to end, stacking on one
another, so the precise location of the DNA
may be determined by crystal packing forces.
This could be the reason why there is no
apparent contact between downstream DNA
and the upper jaw. In addition, the length of
DNA used here is possibly too short for
passage all the way through the jaws.
Transcription bubble. The downstream
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edge of the transcription bubble lies between
the poorly ordered downstream duplex DNA
and the first ordered nucleotide of the template strand at position ⫹4, three nucleotides
before the beginning of the RNA-DNA hybrid (Fig. 3B). The nucleotide at position ⫹4
in the nontemplate strand and the remainder
of this strand are disordered. The template
strand follows a path along the bottom of the
clamp and over the “bridge” helix. Template
nucleotides ⫹4, ⫹3, and ⫹2 are stacked in
the manner of right-handed B-DNA. The
base of nucleotide ⫹1 is flipped with respect
to that of nucleotide ⫹2 by a left-handed
twist of 90°. The base at ⫹1 therefore points
downward into the floor of the cleft for readout at the active site, whereas the base at ⫹2
is directed upward into the opening of the
cleft. This unusual conformation of the DNA
results from binding to switches 1 and 2, as
well as to the bridge helix (Figs. 1, C and D,
and 3). Invariant bridge helix residues Ala832
and Thr831 position the coding nucleotide
through van der Waals interactions, whereas
Tyr836 binds nucleotide ⫹2 and may correspond to a tyrosine in the “O-helix” of some
single subunit DNA polymerases (21, 22).
Maintenance of the downstream edge of
the transcription bubble may be attributed not
only to the binding of nucleotides ⫹2, ⫹3,
and ⫹4 but also to Rpb2 “fork loop” 2 (Figs.
1D and 4). Although this loop includes several disordered residues (23), it would likely
clash with the nontemplate strand at position
⫹3 if the nontemplate strand was still base
paired with the template strand. A corresponding loop in the bacterial enzyme (“␤D
loop I”), four residues longer than that in
yeast, was previously suggested to play such
a role (5). Rpb2 fork loop 1 may help maintain the transcription bubble further upstream
(Figs. 1D and 4). This loop is absent from the

bacterial enzyme, perhaps reflecting a difference in promoter melting between eukaryotes, which require general transcription
factors for the process, and bacteria, which do
not. Both fork loops, although exposed, are
highly conserved between yeast and human
polymerases.
DNA-RNA hybrid. The base in the template strand at position ⫹1 forms the first of
nine base pairs of DNA-RNA hybrid, located
between the bridge helix and Rpb2 “wall”
(Figs. 1D and 4). The length of the hybrid
corroborates the value of eight to nine base
pairs determined biochemically (24, 25). The
hybrid heteroduplex adopts a nonstandard
conformation, intermediate between those of
standard A- and B-DNA (Fig. 5), and is
underwound (26), in comparison with the
crystal structure of a free DNA-RNA hybrid,
which is closely related to the A-form (27).
The electron density for the hybrid is
strongest in the downstream region around
the active center, indicative of a high degree
of order, important for the high fidelity of
transcription. The electron density remains
strong for the DNA template strand further
upstream, but the density for the RNA strand
becomes weaker (Fig. 2A). This gradual loss
of density reflects a diminution in the number
of RNA-protein contacts. The template DNA
strand is bound by protein over the entire
length of the hybrid, whereas RNA contacts
are limited to the downstream region (Fig.
1C). The five upstream ribonucleotides are
held mainly through base pairing with the
template DNA.
Contacts to the downstream and upstream
parts of the hybrid are made by Rpb1 and
Rpb2, respectively (Fig. 1C). Fifteen protein
regions are involved, with a substantial portion of the contacts arising from the ordering
of Rpb1 switches 1, 2, and 3 upon nucleic

acid binding. The entire set of protein contacts forms an extended, highly complementary binding surface. A surface area of 3400
Å2 is buried in the protein–nucleic acid interface, comparable to values for transcription
factors bound specifically to DNA sites of
similar size. Biochemical studies have shown
the binding interaction contributes substantially to the stability of a transcribing complex and thus to the high processivity of
transcription (25, 28).
Although a strong pol II–nucleic acid interaction is important for the ordering of nucleic acids in the active center region and for
the stability of a transcribing complex, the
interaction must not interfere with the translocation of nucleic acids during transcription.
Indeed, the nucleic acids in the transcribing
complex are mobile, as shown by the partial
order of the downstream DNA (see above)
and by a high overall crystallographic temperature factor of the hybrid, which appears
to reflect mobility rather than static disorder
(29). The conflicting requirements of tight
binding and mobility may be reconciled in at
least three ways. First, almost all protein
contacts are to the sugar-phosphate backbones of the DNA and RNA. There are no
contacts with the edges of the bases, so there
is no base specificity. A large open space
between pol II and the major groove of the
hybrid is a prominent feature of the structure.
Second, several side chains interact with two
phosphate groups along the backbone simultaneously (Fig. 1C), which may reduce the
activation barrier for translocation. Finally,
about 20 positively charged side chains form
a “second shell” around the hybrid at a distance of 4 to 8 Å, which may attract the
hybrid without restraining its movement
across the enzyme surface (30).
RNA synthesis. The active site metal ion
in the transcribing complex structure corresponds to one of two metal ions in the 2.8 Å
pol II structure, referred to as metal A (3).
The location of this metal in the transcribing
complex is appropriate for binding the phosphate group between the nucleotide at the
3⬘-end of the RNA and the adjacent nucleotide, designated ⫹1 and –1, respectively (Fig.

Fig. 4. Maintenance of the transcription bubble. (A) Schematic representation of nucleic acids in the
transcribing complex. Solid ribbons represent nucleic acid backbones from the crystal structure.
Dashed lines indicate possible paths of nucleic acids not present in the structure. (B) Protein
elements proposed to be involved in maintaining the transcription bubble. Protein elements from
Rpb1 and Rpb2 are shown in silver and gold, respectively.

Fig. 5. DNA-RNA hybrid conformation. The
view is similar to that in Fig. 2C. The conformation of the DNA-RNA hybrid is intermediary
between canonical A- and B-DNA. DNA, blue;
RNA, red.
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1C). In the two-metal–ion mechanism proposed for single subunit polymerases, metal
A contacts the ␣-phosphate of the incoming
nucleoside triphosphate and metal B binds all
three phosphates (21, 31–35). Metal B may
be absent from the transcribing complex
structure because it has left with the pyrophosphate after nucleotide addition. On this
basis, position ⫹1 in the transcribing complex would be that of a nucleotide just added
to the growing RNA, before translocation to
bring the next template base into position
opposite an empty nucleotide-binding site at
the end of the RNA (36) (Fig. 6).
The ribonucleotide in position ⫹1 lies in
the entrance to the previously noted “pore 1,”
which extends from the floor of the cleft
through to the backside of the enzyme. This
location and orientation of the 3⬘-end of the
RNA lend strong support to the previous
proposal that nucleoside triphosphates enter
through the pore during RNA synthesis and
that RNA is extruded through the pore during
back-tracking (1). The close fit of the DNARNA hybrid to the surrounding protein leaves
no alternative to the pore for access of nucleotides to the active site. (Major conformational changes creating access are unlikely,
because they would disrupt protein–nucleic
acid contacts important for the fidelity and
processivity of transcription.)
Specificity for ribo- rather than deoxyribonucleotides may be attributed to recognition of both the ribose sugar and the DNARNA hybrid helix. The 2⬘-hydroxyl group of
a ribonucleotide in the substrate binding site
( position ⫹1) is 5 Å from the side chain of
the highly conserved Rpb1 residue Asn479.
Although this distance is too great for specific interaction, a slightly different positioning
of an incoming nucleoside triphosphate might

permit hydrogen bonding and discrimination
of the ribose sugar. Different positioning of
the nucleoside triphosphate could result from
chelation by metal B, bound at a site in the
structure of free pol II (3). RNA 2⬘-hydroxyl
groups at positions ⫺1, ⫺3, and ⫺5 are at
hydrogen bonding distance from the side
chains of Rpb1 residue Arg446 and Rpb2
residues His1097 and Gln481. The nucleic acid
binding site is, furthermore, highly complementary to the nonstandard conformation of
the hybrid helix and not to the standard conformation of a DNA double helix. Such indirect discrimination was previously suggested
to contribute to the specificity of T7 RNA
polymerase transcription (37).
Recognition of RNA in the transcribing
complex from positions –1 to –5, by both
hydrogen bonding and indirect discrimination, can contribute to the specificity of RNA
synthesis through proofreading. The presence
of a deoxyribonucleotide or of an incorrect
base anywhere in this region of the RNA will
be destabilizing. A back-tracked complex,
with previously correctly synthesized RNA in
the hybrid region and with the RNA containing the misincorporated nucleotide extruded
at the 3⬘-end, will be favored. The extruded
RNA can be removed by cleavage at the
active site, through the action of transcription
factor TFIIS.
Key nonspecific (van der Waals) contacts
to the nucleotide base at the end of the hybrid
region, in position ⫹1, are made by residues
Thr831 and Ala832 from the Rpb1 bridge helix, as mentioned above. Although highly
conserved, the bridge helix is essentially
straight in the pol II structures so far determined but bent in the bacterial enzyme structure in the vicinity of the residues corresponding to Thr831 and Ala832 (1, 2). The

Fig. 6. Proposed transcription cycle and translocation mechanism. (A)
Schematic representation
of the nucleotide addition cycle. The nucleotide
triphosphate (NTP) fills
the open substrate site
(top) and forms a phosphodiester bond at the
active site (“Synthesis”).
This results in the state of
the transcribing complex
seen in the crystal structure (middle). We speculate that “Translocation” of the nucleic acids with respect to the active site (marked by a pink dot
for metal A) involves a change of the bridge helix from a straight (silver circle) to a bent
conformation (violet circle, bottom). Relaxation of the bridge helix back to a straight conformation
without movement of the nucleic acids would result in an open substrate site one nucleotide
downstream and would complete the cycle. (B) Different conformations of the bridge helix in pol
II and bacterial RNA polymerase structures. The view is the same as in Fig. 2C. The bacterial RNA
polymerase structure (2) was superimposed on the pol II transcribing complex by fitting residues
around the active site. The resulting fit of the bridge helices of pol II (silver) and the bacterial
polymerase (violet) is shown. The bend in the bridge helix in the bacterial polymerase structure
causes a clash of amino acid side chains (extending from the backbone shown here) with the hybrid
base pair at position ⫹1.
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bend would produce a movement of this region of the bridge helix by 3 to 4 Å, resulting
in a clash with the nucleotide at position ⫹1
(Fig. 6). Modeling of a bacterial transcribing
complex resulted in such a clash (5). We
speculate that the bridge helix oscillates between straight and bent states and that this
movement accompanies the translocation of
nucleic acids during transcription: Addition
of a nucleotide at position ⫹1 would occur in
the straight state; translocation to position –1
and movement of nucleic acids through the
distance between base pairs, about 3.2 Å,
would be accompanied by a conformational
change to the bent state; and reversion to the
straight state without movement of nucleic
acids would create an empty site at position
⫹1 for entry of the next nucleotide, completing a cycle of nucleotide addition during
RNA synthesis (Fig. 6).
Protein-RNA contacts are of special importance at the very beginning of transcription. Nucleoside triphosphates must be held
in positions ⫹1 and –1 for the synthesis of
the first phosphodiester bond. After translocation to positions –1 and –2, the dinucleotide product must still be held by protein-RNA
contacts, as the energy of base-pairing alone
is insufficient for retention in the complex.
Indeed, RNA is deeply buried in the transcribing complex as far as position –3 (Fig.
1C). Di- and trinucleotides are nevertheless
occasionally released, and transcription must
restart, resulting in “abortive cycling” (38).
RNA is exposed at position – 4 and beyond,
with no direct protein contacts except for the
hydrogen bond at position –5 mentioned
above. Coincident with exposure of the RNA,
biochemical studies reveal a transition in stability at a transcript length of four residues,
beyond which the RNA is generally retained
(39). Although the direct protein-RNA contacts observed up to this point may be largely
responsible for retention, long-range interactions also play a role. For example, a highly
conserved arginine makes long-range electrostatic interactions with the RNA around position – 4 (Arg497 in Rpb2, Arg529 in Escherichia coli ␤), and mutation of this residue
results in the overproduction of abortive transcripts (40).
RNA exit. Abortive cycling yields an
abundance of two- to three-residue transcripts, as well as transcripts of up to 10
residues (41). An initiating complex evidently undergoes a second transition when the
transcript reaches 10 residues in length. At
this point, the newly synthesized RNA must
separate from the DNA-RNA hybrid and enter an exit channel on the surface of the
enzyme, where it remains protected from nuclease attack for about six more residues (42).
Three loops extending from the clamp,
termed “rudder,” “lid,” and “zipper,” have
been suggested to play roles in hybrid disso-
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ciation, RNA exit, and maintenance of the
upstream end of the transcription bubble (2,
3) (Fig. 4). Modeling of the DNA-RNA hybrid beyond the nine base pairs seen in the
transcribing complex structure would produce a clash with the rudder. Extension of the
RNA from the last hybrid base pair leads
beneath the rudder to the previously proposed
“exit groove 1.” Continuation of this RNA
path also leads beneath the lid, whose role
may be to maintain the separation of RNA
and template DNA strands. The zipper may
play a similar role in separating template and
nontemplate DNA strands. The lid and a
small portion of the rudder are disordered in
the transcribing complex structure but are
ordered in the free pol II structure. The lid
and rudder may become ordered in the transcribing complex in conjunction with the second transition (43) and with the establishment
of a stable, elongating complex.
Conclusions and prospects. The atomic
structure of RNA polymerase II in the act of
transcription reveals the protein-DNA and
-RNA interactions underlying the process.
The structure shows a right angle bend of the
DNA path at the active center. This feature is
understandable in retrospect. The bend orients the DNA-RNA hybrid optimally for
transcription, which occurs along the direction of the hybrid axis. Nucleotides enter
through the funnel and pore, add to the RNA
at the end of the RNA-DNA hybrid, translocate through the hybrid-binding region, and
exit beneath the rudder and lid.
Answers to many long-standing questions
about the transcription mechanism may be
found in the structure of the clamp. This
mobile, multifunctional element does more
than close over the nucleic acids in the active
center to enhance the processivity of transcription. First, switch regions at the base of
the clamp couple its closure to the presence
of DNA-RNA hybrid in the active center.
This coupling satisfies the dual requirement
for retention of nucleic acids during transcript
elongation and their release after termination.
Second, through the rudder, lid, and zipper,
the clamp plays a key role in the events of
hybrid melting and template reannealing at
the upstream end of the transcription bubble.
Experiments to test the proposed roles for
these structural elements by site-directed mutagenesis are among the many that can now
be designed on the basis of the structure. In
addition, polymerase may be cocrystallized
with synthetic transcription bubbles (44) and
other forms of RNA and DNA.
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The hydroxyl radical (OH) is the dominant oxidizing chemical in the atmosphere. It destroys most air pollutants and many gases involved in ozone
depletion and the greenhouse effect. Global measurements of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (CH3CCl3, methyl chloroform) provide an accurate method for determining the global and hemispheric behavior of OH. Measurements show that
CH3CCl3 levels rose steadily from 1978 to reach a maximum in 1992 and then
decreased rapidly to levels in 2000 that were lower than the levels when
measurements began in 1978. Analysis of these observations shows that global
OH levels were growing between 1978 and 1988, but the growth rate was
decreasing at a rate of 0.23 ⫾ 0.18% year⫺2, so that OH levels began declining
after 1988. Overall, the global average OH trend between 1978 and 2000 was
⫺0.64 ⫾ 0.60% year⫺1. These variations imply important and unexpected gaps
in current understanding of the capability of the atmosphere to cleanse itself.
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is the major oxidizing chemical in the lower atmosphere. The
mole fractions and temporal trends of this very
short-lived (⬃1 s) free radical are measurable at
the local scale, but cannot presently be measured at the regional to global scale directly by
in situ or remote sensing techniques. These
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large-scale average mole fractions and trends
can, however, be inferred indirectly from longterm global measurements of the trace gas
1,1,1-trichloroethane (CH3CCl3, methyl chloroform) because OH is the major destruction
mechanism for this gas (1–5). Mole fractions of
CH3CCl3 have been measured continuously at
several globally distributed stations from July
1978 to June 2000 in three sequential experiments: the Atmospheric Lifetime Experiment
(ALE), the Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (GAGE), and the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) (2, 6).
These measurements can be combined with
estimates of the emissions of CH3CCl3 to determine concentrations and trends of OH after
accounting for minor CH3CCl3 removal mechanisms not involving OH (2). The derived OH
concentrations then provide estimates of the
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potentials for global warming and ozone depletion of a large number of anthropogenic chemicals (7–9).

ALE, GAGE, and AGAGE Measurements
The ALE, GAGE, and AGAGE stations are
located around the world at coastal sites that
are generally remote from densely inhabited
areas (10). Their locations were chosen to
provide accurate measurements of the distributions and trends of trace gases whose lifetimes are long in comparison with global
atmospheric circulation times. The air measurements are made in real-time with computer-controlled gas chromatographs that
have packed columns and electron-capture
detectors (6). Calibration is achieved by analysis (between air measurements) of an on-site
cylinder of air that is calibrated in relation to
parent standards before and after its use at
each station (6).
The CH3CCl3 mole fractions reported here
are on the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
SIO-1998 absolute calibration scale, which differs nonlinearly but slightly from the SIO-1993
scale used in our previous analysis (2, 5, 6).
The scale has an estimated systematic accuracy
of ⫾2% (6). To account for possible errors in
transferring the calibration to the earlier periods
in the measurement record and possible past
nonlinearity errors, we increased the uncertainty in absolute calibration of the actual measurements to ⫾5% (2). The units for all CH3CCl3
measurements reported here are dry-air mole
fractions expressed as parts in 1012 [parts per
trillion ( ppt)].
Monthly mean mole fractions () and standard deviations () computed from the ⬃120
(ALE), 360 (GAGE), and 1080 (AGAGE) measurements made each month are shown in Fig.
1. Within each month, the actual high-frequency
measurements reveal important short-term variations in mole fractions, including polluted air
from nearby industrial regions (1, 5, 6). We
omitted periods of obvious pollution in the calculation of  and  to help ensure that they
represent semi-hemispheric scales (5, 6).
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